Welcome
This picture guide will help you find your way around Bolton Museum.
My visit to Bolton Museum

This is the outside of the library and
museum building.

Arriving at the museum

You can use the lift or the stairs to get to the museum on the first floor.
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This is the entrance and shop
where there will be friendly
staff to help if you have a
question.

The museum can be busy, if
you don’t like the noise the
museum staff can show you
somewhere quieter.

This door will take you into the Art Gallery.

In here you can look at lots of
different paintings.
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This door will lead you into the Bolton History Gallery.

You can look at the history and
stories of Bolton.

You can use the lift or the stairs to get to the next floor.
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Here you can look at
mounted animals and birds,
crystals, skeletons of
animals, sea life and lots
more.

This door will lead you into the Egyptology area.

In here you can watch a video about Egypt.

This is a long gallery with lots of
different things about Egypt to
look at.
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This door will lead you into another Egypt gallery
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This gallery is quite dark and
goes into an area that
includes a real mummy
inside a glass case.

There is a film that you can
watch.

All floors have accessible toilets.
What can I touch?
At the museum there will be lots of interesting
things.
I am allowed to touch some of these things.
There are other things that I cannot touch. I will
just look at these things.
I will be told which ones I can touch and which
ones to just look at. If I am not sure whether I
can touch something I will ask a member of
staff.

We hope that you will enjoy your visit to the museum.
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